1) Health, Safety & Environment
   No reportable incidents today.

2) McMurdo Operations
   • Personnel on Site:
     Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Chad Carpenter, Daren Blythe, Justin Burnett, Jeff Lemery, Dennis Duling
   • Summary:
     Electrical: WFU wiring/panel installation continues; CCU wiring begun (outside connectors and wall penetrations).
     Plumbing: Melt tank glycol plumbing continues. Main tank plumbing finished. Water surface lines between main tank/WFU and between HPUs begun.
     Drill Equipment (heaters, pumps, reels, etc.): Nothing to report.
     General: Control panel mounting stand for main/melt tank completed. More Ice Cube material delivered from station. WISSARD rack tent delivered to SPoTSA. Fall restraint pylons installed on top of WFU. Work continues on startup procedure documentation and SPoTSA wet test plan.

3) General Issues:
   • No new issues.

4) Upcoming Events/Tasking:
   • Finish work on melt tank glycol system; continue wiring in WFU & CCU. Continue water surface line layout/fab.

5) Weather Conditions
   • Temperatures ranged from 5 to 10°F during the day. Winds ~10 knots early becoming southerly at 15-20 knots toward end of day.
6) Vehicles/Generators
   - Vehicles in use: McMurdo van 412, Caterpillar 297 skid steer
   - Generators in use: WISSARD 50 kW generator; portable 3.5 kW and portable 1 kW from ASC. 12.5 kW shut down but being kept on hand as a spare for now.

7) ASC Interfacing
   - ASC personnel have been on loan to help with electrical work; personnel awaiting transit to field camp have been on hand for general assistance.

8) Cargo
   - Both main generators delivered today. We are still seeking information on status of associated crate of parts.

Compiled by Daren Blythe for the WISSARD drill team